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Abstract

Vision transformer (ViT) has shown high potential in
video recognition, owing to its flexible design, adaptable
self-attention mechanisms, and the efficacy of masked pre-
training. Yet, it still remains unclear how to adapt these
pre-trained short-term ViTs for temporal action detection
(TAD) in untrimmed videos. The existing works treat them
as off-the-shelf feature extractors for each short trimmed
snippet without capturing the fine-grained relation among
different snippets in a broader temporal context. To mit-
igate this issue, this paper focuses on designing a new
mechanism for adapting these pre-trained ViT models as
a unified long-form video transformer to fully unleash its
modeling power in capturing inter-snippet relation, while
still keeping low computation overhead and memory con-
sumption for efficient TAD. To this end, we design effective
cross-snippet propagation modules to gradually exchange
short-term video information among different snippets from
two levels. For inner-backbone information propagation,
we introduce a cross-snippet propagation strategy to en-
able multi-snippet temporal feature interaction inside the
backbone. For post-backbone information propagation, we
propose temporal transformer layers for further clip-level
modeling. With the plain ViT-B pre-trained with VideoMAE,
our end-to-end temporal action detector (ViT-TAD) yields a
very competitive performance to previous temporal action
detectors, riching up to 69.0 average mAP on THUMOS14,
37.12 average mAP on ActivityNet-1.3 and 17.20 average
mAP on FineAction.

1. Introduction
As an important task in video understanding, temporal
action detection (TAD) [12, 13, 21] aims to localize all
action instances and recognize their categories in a long
untrimmed video. Most TAD methods [16, 17, 39, 42–44]
rely on the pre-trained action recognition networks (back-
bones) to extract short-term features for each snippet and
then apply the TAD heads on top of feature sequence for
action detection in long-form videos. In this pipeline, the
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Figure 1. Different input processing between baseline and our
ViT-TAD. The dashed box illustrates the feature modeling within
the backbone. In contrast to the baseline approach which mod-
els each snippet individually, our ViT-TAD allows snippets to col-
laboratively interact with each other during the modeling process
within the backbone.

feature extracted from the backbone is of great importance
in the final TAD performance. To obtain powerful features,
the existing TAD methods [39, 42–44] have tried different
kinds of backbones, from CNN-based backbones [7, 37]
to Transformer-based ones [11, 23]. Recently, the trans-
former [34] has become a promising alternative to CNN
in modern TAD pipeline design, thanks to its effective
self-attention operations. Furthermore, the flexible vision
transformer (ViT) [10] enables self-supervised masked pre-
training on extensive video datasets [32], resulting in a more
robust video representation learner.

Several TAD methods [8, 9, 39, 44] have tried to ap-
ply Transformer-based backbones, such as VideoSwin [23]
and MViT [11], to the task of TAD. Unlike CNN, these
transformer backbones [10, 11, 23] present challenges when
applied directly to untrimmed video modeling due to the
quadratic computational cost associated with self-attention
operations [34]. Therefore, the existing methods often
treat the transformer network as the off-the-shelf fea-
ture extractor for each snippet independently, as shown in
Fig 1(a), thereby neglecting the intricate temporal relation-
ships across snippets and failing to fully harness the end-
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to-end representation learning power of Transformers for
TAD. Meanwhile, the hierarchical transformer architecture
of VideoSwin or MViT they choose which is hard to ben-
efit from the powerful masked video pre-training [32] on
large-scale unlabeled videos. Therefore, it still remains un-
clear how to effectively adapt the short-term plain ViT to
untrimmed video action detection with the ability of cap-
turing cross-snippet temporal structure in an end-to-end
manner.

To this end, we focus on building a simple and gen-
eral temporal action detector based on the plain ViT back-
bone [10]. Rather than employing the pre-trained short-
term ViTs as the snippet feature extractors, we design an
efficient mechanism of adapting them to model longer video
consisting of multiple snippets within a unified transformer
backbone, as shown in Fig 1(b). Following the success of
ViT in object detection [14], we first divide video into non-
overlapping snippets and apply both intra-snippet and inter-
snippet self-attention operations to keep a trade-off between
representation power and computational cost. In this way,
our unified transformer backbone can model multiple snip-
pets as a whole and capture the fine-grained and holistic
temporal structure for the TAD task.

Specifically, we apply dense self-attention on all tokens
within each snippet to capture their spatiotemporal relations
in intra-snippet blocks and propose a cross-snippet prop-
agation module to aggregate global temporal information
in a position-wise manner in inter-snippet blocks. These
two kinds of blocks are stacked alternatively to gradually
exchange temporal information within long videos. In ad-
dition, inspired by the design of DETR [6], we devise the
post-backbone information propagation module after our
Transformer-based backbone, which is composed of sev-
eral temporal transformer layers to aggregate global tem-
poral information. This post-backbone propagation mod-
ule can effectively enlarge the temporal receptive field and
capture global context. Equipped with simple TAD head
such as BasicTAD [42] and AFSD [16], our final tempo-
ral action detector, termed as ViT-TAD, enjoys a simple yet
effective design with end-to-end training. In particular, our
ViT-TAD can embrace the powerful self-supervised masked
pre-training [32] and yield state-of-the-art performance on
the challenging datasets THUMOS14 and ActivityNet-1.3.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We introduce ViT-TAD, the first end-to-end TAD frame-

work that utilizes the plain ViT backbone. Through
the incorporation of a straightforward inner-backbone in-
formation propagation module, ViT-TAD can effectively
treat multiple video snippets as a unified entity, facilitat-
ing the exchange of temporal global information.

• With a simple TAD head and careful implementation, we
can train our ViT-TAD in an end-to-end manner under the
limited GPU memory. This simple design fully unleashes

the modeling power of the transformer and embraces the
strong pre-training of VideoMAE [32].

• The extensive experiments on THUMOS14 [13],
ActivityNet-1.3 [12] and FineAction [21] demonstrate
that our simple ViT-TAD outperforms the previous
state-of-the-art end-to-end TAD methods.

2. Related Work
Transformer in Action Recognition. Action recognition
is an important task in video understanding. With the suc-
cess of the self-attention mechanism in computer vision,
several works tried to apply the transformer to their struc-
tures. Specifically, VTN [25] and STAM [28] introduced
temporal transformers to encode frame-level relationships
between features. ViViT [2] and TimeSformer [4] factor-
ized along spatial and temporal dimensions on the gran-
ularity of the encoder. SMAVT [5] aggregated informa-
tion from tokens at the same spatial location within a lo-
cal temporal window. Some works [11, 23] tried to re-
introduce hierarchical designs into transformer inspired by
ConvNet. Among them, MViT [11] presented a hierarchical
transformer structure to progressively shrink the spatiotem-
poral resolution of feature maps and increase channels as
the network structure goes deeper. VideoSwin [23] used
shifted window attention to enable information propagation
inspired by Swin Transformer [22]. Furthermore, with the
development of self-supervised learning [32], Transformer-
based methods benefit from larger training data and achieve
better results than CNN-based methods on the action recog-
nition task.

Transformer in Temporal Action Detection. With the
development of transformer, more and more TAD ap-
proaches began to apply it or its variants into TAD head [20,
30, 31, 43] or backbone [8, 9, 39, 44]. Different from in-
creasingly successful applications of transformer in TAD
head, few works seriously explored the application of trans-
former in the backbone. Existing works [8, 9, 44] treated
Transformer-based backbones as “black box” and applied
them as short-term feature extractors. STPT [39] attempted
to explore the inner modeling of a hierarchical Transformer-
based backbone by inserting new blocks in it. However,
it needs additional pre-training on the action recognition
dataset which fails to embrace the benefits of pre-trained
big models [26, 38]. In this work, we try to design a new
mechanism for adapting a pre-trained short-term snippet-
level non-hierarchical ViT-based backbone as a unified clip-
level video transformer.

End-to-End Temporal Action Detection. Due to GPU
memory constraints, most existing methods treated
TAD [17, 18, 41, 45] as a two-step approach separating
feature modeling and action detection. Since temporal fea-
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Figure 2. Overview of ViT-TAD. We suppose the ViT-based backbone has n blocks and divide them into several subsets. Each subset has
i blocks. We divide a video clip into several snippets and send each into the backbone for feature extraction. We perform temporal feature
interaction among all snippets through the inner-backbone information propagation strategy. We further conduct clip-level modeling to
refine clip-level features through the post-backbone information propagation strategy. ∗ means the last layer is initialized as zero.

tures are extracted using backbones that are pre-trained on
the action recognition dataset, there is a gap between these
two different tasks, leading to sub-optimal performance. In
order to address this gap, incorporating the backbone into
the network’s training process forms an end-to-end TAD
framework [9, 16, 19, 39, 44]. Simultaneously updating
the network weights of both parts in the two-step approach
will easily exceed the GPU memory limit. To address this
issue, some methods [16, 19, 39] tried to downscale the
frame resolution, while others tried to keep the resolution
of the original video frame through improvements in train-
ing mechanisms. Among them, TALLFormer [9] attempted
to build an offline memory bank to store features that can-
not be updated synchronously and only update a portion
of features during end-to-end training. Re2TAL [44] built
a backbone with reversible modules to save memory con-
sumption. Due to the existence of positional encoding, how
to fine-tune the TAD model when spatiotemporal resolution
differs from the pre-trained Transformer-based model is a
problem. TALLFormer [9] and Re2TAL [44] circumvented
this problem by keeping the same spatiotemporal resolution
as the pre-trained backbone, while STPT [39] pre-trained
its own backbone. We adopt the downscaling frame reso-
lution strategy and use the operation from DeiT [33] to fix
the positional encoding across resolutions to better use the

pre-trained weight of the ViT-based backbone.

3. ViT-TAD

Overview. We describe the details of our ViT-TAD pipeline
shown in Fig 2. Formally, for each input video V ∈
RT×H×W×3, where T , H and W represent the number,
height and width of RGB frames respectively. We divide it
into Ns non-overlapping snippets s = {sj}Ns

j=1, where sj ∈
R(T/Ns)×H×W×3. Then we feed each non-overlapping
snippet sj into consecutive blocks of the ViT-based back-
bone. In the baseline approach (shown in Fig 1(a)) which is
adopted by the existing methods [9, 44], each snippet has no
interaction with each other during fine-tuning, so we pro-
pose inner-backbone information propagation module to
enable cross-snippet interaction between all snippets. Given
that the inner-snippet and cross-snippet modeling process
within the backbone is gradual and sparse, resulting in rel-
atively small receptive fields, it becomes necessary to en-
hance the final snippet-level features by effectively expand-
ing their temporal receptive field. So we propose the post-
backbone information propagation module composed of
several temporal transformer layers to refine snippet-level
temporal features with the global context. Finally, the en-
hanced features will be sent to the TAD head for action de-
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Figure 3. Temporal positional encoding for all snippets. Orig-
inal input consists of a snippet and its snippet-level PE. We add a
learnable additional temporal PE, called clip-level PE here. PE is
short for positional encoding.

tection, producing K predicted actions {(si, ei, ci, pi)}Ki=1

as final detection results, where si, ei, ci, pi represent the
start timestamp, end timestamp, category and confidence
score of ith action instance.

3.1. Inner-backbone Information Propagation

We design a cross-snippet propagation module for inner-
backbone information exchange. Unlike hierarchical back-
bone structures like VideoSwin [23], we do not shift the
temporal windows across layers. To allow information
propagation, we use very few blocks that can go across snip-
pets. Inspired by ViT-Det [14], we evenly split a pre-trained
ViT-based backbone into several subsets, and then insert
a cross-snippet propagation module after the last block of
each subset to enable information propagation. For the sim-
plicity of the method, we adopt two simple but useful blocks
as our cross-snippet propagation modules, coined as Local
Propagation Block and Global Propagation Block.

Local Propagation Block. We choose the bottleneck ar-
chitecture, comprising three 3D convolutions and an iden-
tity shortcut, as our local block. The last normalization layer
within this block is initialized to zero, establishing an initial
identity state for the block. This design permits integration
into any place without breaking the pre-trained model. Al-
though the cross-snippet modeling capacity of convolutions
is limited, it can still exchange cross-snippet information
gradually via the stacking of multiple such modules.

Global Propagation Block. Self-attention mechanism is
naturally suitable for long-term modeling, so we choose
it to build a global block shown in Fig 2. To keep low
computation overhead and memory consumption, we per-
form temporal self-attention among all video snippets af-
ter the last block of each stage. It is noteworthy that spa-
tial dimensions do not participate in self-attention where
width(W ) and height(H) are directly flattened to batch di-
mension. Specifically, we obtain the sequence of clip-
level spatiotemporal features X ∈ R(W×H)×T×C and split
them into W × H temporal features x ∈ RT×C , where
X = concat(x1, x2, ..., xW×H) and each x represents the
clip-level temporal feature of a certain spatial location. For
x in each spatial location, we formulate our self-attention

mechanism as:

q = xwq, k = xwk, v = xwv,

y = softmax(qkT /
√

Cq)v
(1)

where wq ∈ RC×Cq , wk ∈ RC×Ck , wv ∈ RC×Cv , Cq =
Ck = C/m and m is the number of attention head. Our
ViT-TAD complexity is reduced from O(H2W 2L2

sNsC)
to O(HWT 2C) where Ls = T/Ns. Finally, we obtain
Y = concat(y1, y2, ..., yW×H) ∈ R(W×H)×T×C . Af-
ter the application of multi-head dot-product attention, a
linear layer is required to attend to information from dis-
tinct representation sub-spaces and positions jointly. Sim-
ilar to the local propagation block, the last linear layer in
the global block is initialized as zero and an identity short-
cut is employed. Since each spliced short-term snippet in
the clip shares the same temporal positional encoding, con-
catenating snippet-level positional encoding cannot capture
the long-term temporal order of the time series. Therefore,
we propose additional clip-level positional encoding to de-
pict the temporal sequence’s overall order within the video.
As shown in Fig 3, we add a learnable clip-level positional
encoding to each temporal position of the snippet.

3.2. Post-backbone Information Propagation

Given that modeling snippet-level features in the backbone
with an inner-backbone information propagation strategy is
a sparse and gradual process. we have designed a post-
backbone information propagation module to ensure ade-
quate feature interaction among snippets and incorporate
clip-level modeling. Inspired by the encoder designed by
DETR [6], we build L temporal transformer encoder lay-
ers to allow snippets to interact with each other, as shown
in Fig 2. It is worth noting that the spatial dimension of
each snippet feature has been squeezed with average pool-
ing before this propagation module. Formally, given the
video features F concatenated by several snippets of fea-
ture provided by backbone, several temporal transformer
encoder layers are adopted to enhance these features: F i =
encoder(F i−1), where i ∈ [1, L] and L is the number of
encoder layers, F 0 = F and L = 3 in our experiment.

3.3. TAD Head

Our proposed ViT-TAD framework is a simple and gen-
eral temporal action detection pipeline. In principle, it
is compatible with any TAD head for converting features
into predictions. Following the previous practice in TAD,
we choose a one-stage anchor-free method from Basic-
TAD [42] on THUMOS14 and FineAction, a two-stage
anchor-free method from AFSD [16] on ActivityNet-1.3.
Discussion with ViT-Det. In spirit, our work is similar to
ViT-Det [14] which also has similar findings in the field
of object detection where restricted window attention is



not enough to capture object information in a global view.
However, dynamic motion scenes are different from static
object scenes, so our ViT-TAD behaves differently in sev-
eral ways. First, temporal continuity makes action con-
tent highly correlated with long-range context, making the
global block perform better than the local block which is
different from ViT-Det. Second, we design post-backbone
propagation to enhance further temporal context modeling
based on the first finding, which is missing in ViT-Det. Fi-
nally, unlike spatial downsampling in ViT-Det, our ViT-
TAD exhibits the same temporal downsampling rate and
pattern as the previous CNN-based TAD method (e.g., Ba-
sicTAD [42]). This is the reason why we directly use the
same FPN with BasicTAD without specific exploration, but
ViT-Det needs further study. In addition, the TAD com-
munity often tend to avoid designing end-to-end detection
pipeline, but instead devise complicated temporal modules
on outdated pre-extracted features (e.g., I3D of 6 years ago).
Building a neat end-to-end TAD pipeline and embracing
more powerful models is more urgent and we make a mean-
ingful attempt to facilitate TAD research in this direction.

4. Experiments
Datasets and Evaluation Metric. We perform extensive
experiments on THUMOS14 [13], ActivityNet-1.3 [12]
and FineAction [21] to demonstrate the effectiveness of
ViT-TAD. THUMOS14 is a commonly-used dataset in
TAD, containing 200 validation videos and 213 test videos
with labeled temporal annotations from 20 categories.
ActivityNet-1.3 is a large-scale dataset containing 10,024
training videos and 4,926 validation videos belonging to
200 activities. FineAction is a newly collected large-scale
fine-grained TAD dataset containing 57,752 training in-
stances from 8,440 videos and 24,236 validation instances
from 4,174 videos and 21,336 testing instances from 4,118
videos. Following previous work, we report the mean aver-
age precision (mAP) with tIoU thresholds [0.3:0.1:0.7] for
THUMOS14 and [0.5:0.05:0.95] for ActivityNet-1.3 and
FineAction. Avg is average mAP on these thresholds.
Implementation Details. For THUMOS14 and FineAc-
tion, we sample each video clip with temporal windows of
32 seconds covering 99.7% of action instances for THU-
MOS14 and 48 seconds covering 97.0% of action instances
for FineAction. We sample each video clip with 256 frames
for THUMOS14 and 384 frames for FineAction at 8 FPS
and then divide each clip into 16 and 24 snippets each, while
each snippet consists of 16 frames. Due to the limited GPU
memory, we resize frame’s original size into short-128 (the
short side of the frame is set to 128) and set the crop size
(the size of the cropped images) to 112 × 112 for THU-
MOS14 in ablation experiments and report final results in
short-180 original size and 160 × 160 cropping size. In-
spired by DeiT [33], we need to adapt the positional em-

prop. strat. blk. num 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg
none - 74.6 70.2 62.6 51.3 38.4 59.4

global 4 78.4 74.5 66.6 53.4 38.7 62.3
12 76.5 71.6 63.3 51.9 38.4 60.3

local 4 75.9 71.6 64.7 53.3 38.3 60.8
12 77.1 72.8 65.4 54.2 40.6 62.0

Table 1. Study on inner-backbone information propagation.
Both propagation strategies and different numbers of blocks are
explored. “none” is our baseline without propagation.

beddings to smaller spatial resolution with bicubic interpo-
lation. For TAD head, we choose a one-stage anchor-free
method from BasicTAD [42] for its astonishing detection
performance. We train the model using SGD with a mo-
mentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0001 on 8 TITAN
Xp GPUs. The batch size is set to 2 for each GPU. For
ActivityNet-1.3, we resize all videos to 768 frames and then
treat these frames as a video clip. Similarly, we divide each
clip into 48 snippets and each snippet consists of 16 frames.
For TAD head, we choose a two-stage anchor-free method
from AFSD [16] for its more accurate boundary regression.
We resize the frame’s original size into short-180 and set
the crop size to 160×160. We adopt positional embeddings
to smaller spatial resolution with bicubic interpolation. We
train the model using AdamW [24] with a learning rate of
0.0002 and weight decay of 0.0001 on 8 TITAN Xp GPUs.
The batch size is set to 1 for each GPU.

4.1. Ablation Study

In this section, we perform ablation experiments for ViT-
TAD on THUMOS14 with the ViT-S backbone to discuss
the architecture’s design in ViT-TAD.
Study on inner-backbone information propagation.
Table 1 ablates our inner-backbone information propagation
strategy. These propagation blocks are placed in the back-
bone evenly and kernel size is set to (3×3×3) for the local
propagation block. We compare our global and local prop-
agation blocks with baseline, both of them performs better
than the baseline in 4-block settings. We further explore the
number of propagation blocks and find that the local strat-
egy benefits from having more blocks, but the global strat-
egy does the opposite. There are two plausible explanations
for this. First, the model’s ability to learn valuable infor-
mation is hampered by frequent global interactions. Sec-
ond, the self-attention operation cannot use prior informa-
tion like the convolutional operator. To enhance temporal
interaction, a more in-depth exploration is warranted.

Study on global propagation strategy. The design of
global block is more flexible than local block and requires
further discussion. As shown in Table 2a, additional clip-
level positional encoding can enable the model to recog-
nize clip-level feature sequences after snippet splicing, lead-



temporal position. enc. 0.3 0.5 0.7 Avg
✓ 78.4 66.6 38.7 62.3

77.9 64.4 38.8 61.3

(a) Effect of clip-level temporal positional en-
coding

prop. strategy 0.3 0.5 0.7 Avg Mem.
none 74.6 62.6 38.4 59.4 8.3GB
1D 78.4 66.6 38.7 62.3 9.3GB
3D 78.0 65.5 39.7 62.2 27GB

(b) Comparison between 1D strategy and 3D
strategy. Both strategies are shown in Fig 4.

propagation location 0.3 0.5 0.7 Avg
evenly 4 blocks 78.4 66.6 38.7 62.3

first 4 blocks 75.2 64.1 38.5 60.1
last 4 blocks 77.6 66.0 39.6 61.8

(c) Study on the locations of global blocks.
Here we choose 4 global blocks strategy.

Table 2. Study on global propagation strategy. “none” is our baseline without propagation.
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Figure 4. Comparison between 1D and 3D Propagation Strat-
egy. (a) The 3D setting: the (i + 1)th block takes all snippets
as input and directly applies spatiotemporal self-attention to the
whole video clip. (b)The 1D setting: global propagation block is
inserted between consecutive backbone blocks.

prop. strategy use p-b 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg

none 74.6 70.2 62.6 51.3 38.4 59.4
✓ 77.3 73.5 65.1 52.6 37.7 61.2

Table 3. Effectiveness of post-backbone information propaga-
tion. p-b is short for post-backbone information propagation.

ing to better detection results. To save computational con-
sumption, we disassemble the complete cross-snippet spa-
tiotemporal relationship modeling into cross-snippet tem-
poral modeling and inner-snippet spatiotemporal modeling.
For vivid comparison, our global propagation block is re-
ferred to as 1D (temporal only) strategy shown in Fig 4(b),
and applying clip-level spatiotemporal modeling on the last
block of each subset in the backbone is referred to as 3D
(temporal+spatial) strategy (Fig 4(a)). Both 1D and 3D
strategies obtain similar detection results while 3D strategy
causes more memory consumption shown in Table 2b, in-
ferring that concentrating on clip-level temporal modeling
is sufficient. We further study where global blocks should
be located in the backbone. By default 4 global blocks are
placed evenly. We compare by placing them in the first or
last 4 blocks instead. As is shown in Table 2c, evenly 4
blocks configuration performs best, and last 4 blocks con-
figuration follows. This is in line with the observation in
ViT [10] that ViT has a longer attention distance in later
blocks and is more localized in earlier ones. Premature tem-
poral interaction of individual snippet features yields lim-
ited benefit. Finally, we adopt 4 evenly placed global blocks
as the final configuration of the global propagation block.
Study on post-backbone information propagation.
Post-backbone information propagation strategy is used for

prop. strategy use p-b 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avgtrain infer

4 global blocks
78.4 74.5 66.6 53.4 38.7 62.3

✓ 78.1 73.8 65.7 54.6 38.5 62.2
✓ ✓ 78.7 74.1 66.2 55.5 40.3 63.0

12 local blocks
77.1 72.8 65.4 54.2 40.6 62.0

✓ 75.0 70.8 63.9 50.9 36.3 59.4
✓ ✓ 77.5 73.3 65.9 52.7 38.2 61.5

Table 4. Study on different strategies using post-backbone in-
formation propagation. p-b is short for post-backbone informa-
tion propagation. Here we explore how applying p-b or not during
the training and inference phases affects the result.

sufficient feature interaction among snippets. As shown
in Table 3, only applying such strategy is also effective.
Equipped with post-backbone information propagation, we
then compare the detection results for both local and global
blocks with the best configuration each in inner-backbone
strategy. As is shown in Table 4, we could see that global
propagation strategy obtains better detection results (from
62.3% to 63.0%), while the detection results of local propa-
gation strategy drops (from 62.0% to 61.5%). This interest-
ing finding prompts us to further investigate the impact on
the modeling ability of post-backbone information propa-
gation and backbone after introducing post-backbone infor-
mation propagation. When we keep post-backbone infor-
mation propagation during training but remove it during in-
ference, detection results are worse compared with keeping
it during inference for both global (from 63.0% to 62.2%)
and local (from 61.5% to 59.4%) blocks. This confirms that
post-backbone information propagation can improve the ef-
fect of global modeling. When both strategies discard it
during inference and only compare the modeling capabili-
ties of backbone, we find that backbone’s modeling ability
of global propagation strategy is almost the same (compare
62.3% with 62.2%) but local propagation strategy drops a
lot (from 62.0% to 59.4%). We propose that the varying
modeling approaches employed by the convolutional oper-
ator and the self-attention mechanism contribute to this phe-
nomenon. The former relies on priors to learn global fea-
tures with translation invariance, while the latter disrupts
such internal modeling, resulting in a diminished modeling
capability of the backbone. Ultimately, we employ a global
propagation strategy for both internal-backbone informa-
tion propagation and post-backbone information propaga-
tion in the construction of our ViT-TAD.



Method Backb. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg

ActionFormer [43] ViT-S 75.2 70.0 62.0 48.7 33.4 57.9
ViT-S* 75.6 70.3 63.4 52.4 39.6 60.3

BasicTAD [42](baseline) ViT-S 74.6 70.2 62.6 51.3 38.4 59.4
ViT-TAD ViT-S 78.7 74.1 66.2 55.5 40.3 63.0

Table 5. Comparison between our ViT-TAD and other TAD
pipelines. ViT-S* means that backbone feature is fine-tuned by
BasicTAD in an end-to-end manner.

Method Backb. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg
TALLFormer Swin-B 76.0 - 63.2 - 34.5 59.2

TALLFormer (w.o. proposed module) ViT-B 78.9 75.0 67.6 56.1 37.9 63.1
TALLFormer (w. proposed module) ViT-B 81.0 77.0 70.7 58.9 42.7 66.1

Table 6. Effectiveness of proposed module in ViT-TAD to
TALLFormer. Proposed module means both inner-backbone
and post-backbone propagation blocks.

Comparison between our ViT-TAD and other TAD
pipelines. In this section, we compare ViT-TAD with
three convincing methods of TAD, namely Action-
Former [43], BasicTAD [42] and TALLFormer [9]. Ac-
tionFormer is the state-of-the-art TAD pipeline that inputs
pre-extracted temporal features for detection. BasicTAD is
a simple end-to-end TAD pipeline whose head is adopted
in ViT-TAD. Here we migrate the feature modeling capa-
bilities of ViT-TAD to these methods to further explore
the reasons why ViT-TAD achieves good detection results.
Shown in Table 5, we use the feature extracted by ViT-S
for ActionFormer, obtaining an average mAP of 57.9% on
THUMOS14. While BasicTAD achieves an average mAP
of 59.4%. To eliminate the benefit of end-to-end train-
ing manner, we treat the backbone fine-tuned by BasicTAD
as a feature extractor for ActionFormer, making the detec-
tion accuracy of ActionFormer reach an average mAP of
60.3%. When we further adopt our proposed ViT-TAD, it
can achieve an average mAP of 63.0%, even higher than Ac-
tionFormer with fine-tuned features from BasicTAD. There-
fore we can draw several conclusions. First, the Action-
former’s detector is stronger than BasicTAD. Second, Ba-
sicTAD achieves better results after using the proposed
modules in ViT-TAD, which further proves that ViT-TAD
is a better TAD pipeline. In order to further verify the effec-
tiveness of the module proposed in ViT-TAD, we migrate
it to another end-to-end TAD method TAllFormer that han-
dles clip-level temporal modeling. Shown in Table 6, our
proposed modules improve TALLFormer’s detection results
when both are applied with ViT-B (from 63.1% to 66.1%).
This further proves the effectiveness of both inner-backbone
and post-backbone information propagation strategies pro-
posed in our ViT-TAD.

4.2. Analysis

In this section, we further analyze the efficiency and limita-
tions of ViT-TAD.

prop. strategy details Avg params train mem. FLOPs FPS
none ViT-S256frames

112×112 59.4 25.62M 8.39G 104.59G 2204

4 global blocks+p-b
ViT-S112×112 63.0 33.35M 9.33G 108.80G 2135
ViT-S160×160 64.3 33.35M 23.56G(4.35G*) 220.59G 1349
ViT-B160×160 69.0 131.25M 8.97G* 866.73G 845

Table 7. Practical performance of backbone adaptation strate-
gies. p-b is short for post-backbone information propagation. ∗
means checkpoint training strategy is used.
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Figure 5. Error analysis of our ViT-TAD. There are error rates
of 5 types on top-10G predictions, where G denotes the number of
ground truths.

(a) 
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(c) 

Figure 6. Heatmap visualization. (a): Original input video
frames. (b): Heatmap from baseline method. (c): Heatmap from
ViT-TAD.

Efficiency analysis of ViT-TAD. We compare the dif-
ferences between baseline and variants of ViT-TAD. As is
shown in Table 7, ViT-TAD introduces additional training
parameters and consumes more memory due to the intro-
duction of multiple blocks in the backbone. Thanks to
checkpoint training strategy (marked by ∗ in Table 7), it can
still run successfully with limited computing resources.

Error analysis. To analyze the limitations of our model,
we provide false positive error chart [1] of our ViT-TAD on
THUMOS14 dataset shown in Fig 5. We obtain quite high
true positive rate on Top-1G predictions. As is mentioned
by BasicTAD [42], one-stage anchor-free methods suffer
from “Background Error” due to limited anchors causing
more predictions failing to match ground truth. A more pre-
cise regression loss design is needed.



Method Backb. Flow 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Avg
BSN [18] TSN " 53.5 45.0 36.9 28.4 20.0 36.8
BMN [17] TSN " 56.0 47.4 38.8 29.7 20.5 38.5
DBG [15] TSN " 57.8 49.4 39.8 30.2 21.7 39.8

BC-GNN [3] TSN " 57.1 49.1 40.4 31.2 23.1 40.2
G-TAD [41] TSN " 66.4 60.4 51.6 37.6 22.9 47.8

RTD-Net [31] I3D " 58.5 53.1 45.1 36.4 25.0 43.6
VSGN [45] TSN " 66.7 60.4 52.4 41.0 30.4 50.2
ReAct [30] TSN " 69.2 65.0 57.1 47.8 35.6 55.0

ActionFormer [43] I3D " 82.1 77.8 71.0 59.4 43.9 66.8
ActionFormer [43] ViT-B % 80.5 75.7 68.6 57.9 42.6 65.1

TriDet [29] I3D " 83.6 80.1 72.9 62.4 47.4 69.3
PBRNet [19]96×96 I3D " 58.5 54.6 51.3 41.8 29.5 47.1
AFSD [16]96×96 I3D " 67.3 62.4 55.5 43.7 31.1 52.0
STPT [39]96×96 MViT % 70.6 65.7 56.4 44.6 30.5 53.6

DaoTAD [35]112×112 res50-I3D % 62.8 59.5 53.8 43.6 30.1 50.0
e2e-tadtr [20]112×112 SlowFast-R50 % 69.4 64.3 56.0 46.4 34.9 54.2

TALLFormer [9]224×224 Swin-B % 76.0 - 63.2 - 34.5 59.2
TALLFormer [9]224×224 ViT-B % 78.9 75.0 67.6 56.1 37.9 63.1
BasicTAD [42]160×160 SlowOnly-R50 % 75.5 70.8 63.5 50.9 37.4 59.6
Re2TAL [44]224×224 Swin-T % 77.0 71.5 62.4 49.7 36.3 59.4
Re2TAL [44]224×224 SlowFast-R101 % 77.4 72.6 64.9 53.7 39.0 61.5

ViT-TAD112×112 ViT-S % 78.7 74.1 66.2 55.5 40.3 63.0
ViT-TAD160×160 ViT-S % 79.8 75.2 68.4 56.4 41.7 64.3
ViT-TAD160×160 ViT-B % 84.9 80.8 72.8 61.0 45.6 69.0

Table 8. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on THU-
MOS14. The subscript indicates the spatial resolution for end-
to-end methods. Flow denotes whether each method uses optical
flow as input.

4.3. Visualization

We provide heatmap of action “TennisSwing” in THU-
MOS14 for both baseline and ViT-TAD detectors to visual-
ize inner-backbone information propagation strategy’s im-
pact on frame-level modeling. We use Grad-CAM [27] to
generate corresponding heatmap in backbone’s last layer.
As is shown in Fig 6, due to the integration of global tem-
poral information, the model prioritizes the regions of the
image that are relevant for action recognition, encompass-
ing the athlete’s body and the pertinent background during
the action. When the model is restricted to short-term ob-
servations, it may lead to the model diverting its attention to
irrelevant or imprecise areas.

4.4. Comparison with the State of the Art

We compare our ViT-TAD with the previous state-of-the-
art methods on THUMOS14 [13], ActivityNet-1.3 [12] and
FineAction [21]. We classify these methods into end-to-end
methods (lower part of tables) and non-end-to-end meth-
ods (upper part of tables). For THUMOS14, the results are
shown in Table 8. ViT-TAD with ViT-S backbone achieves
mAP of 63.0% and obtains about 3.6% higher accuracy
compared with baseline. We can also afford video frames
with higher resolution and obtain average mAP of 64.3%.
When we adopt ViT-B pre-trained from VideoMAE [32],
our ViT-TAD can obtain an average mAP of 69.0% which
outperforms the state-of-the-art end-to-end TAD methods
by a large margin. For ActivityNet-1.3, the results are
shown in Table 9. We attempt to adapt our model to predict
binary action proposals and obtain the detection results by

Method Backb. Flow 0.5 0.75 0.95 Avg
BSN [18] TSN " 46.45 29.96 8.02 30.03

ReAct [30] TSN " 49.60 33.00 8.60 32.60
BMN [17] TSN " 50.07 34.78 8.29 33.85

BC-GNN [3] TSN " 50.56 34.75 9.37 34.26
G-TAD [41] TSN " 50.36 34.60 9.02 34.09

RTD-Net [31] I3D " 47.21 30.68 8.61 30.83
VSGN [45] TSN " 52.38 36.01 8.37 35.07

ActionFormer [43] I3D " 53.50 36.20 8.20 35.60
TriDet [29] I3D " 54.50 36.80 11.50 36.80
TriDet [29] SlowFast % 56.70 39.30 11.70 38.60

STPT [39]96×96 MViT % 51.40 33.70 6.80 33.40
AFSD [16]96×96 I3D " 52.40 35.30 6.50 34.40

PBRNet [19]96×96 I3D " 53.96 34.97 8.98 35.01
e2e-tadtr [20]112×112 SlowFast-R50 % 50.47 35.99 10.83 35.10

TALLFormer [9]224×224 Swin-B % 54.10 36.20 7.90 35.60
Re2TAL [44]224×224 Swin-T % 54.75 37.81 9.03 36.80
Re2TAL [44]224×224 SlowFast-R101 % 55.25 37.86 9.05 37.01

ViT-TAD160×160 ViT-S % 55.09 37.81 8.75 36.69
ViT-TAD160×160 ViT-B % 55.44 37.91 8.99 37.12

Table 9. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on
ActivityNet-1.3. The subscript indicates the spatial resolution for
end-to-end methods. Flow denotes whether each method uses op-
tical flow as input.

Method Backbone Flow 0.5 0.75 0.95 Avg
BMN [17] I3D " 14.44 8.92 3.12 9.25
DBG [15] I3D " 10.65 6.43 2.50 6.75

G-TAD [41] I3D " 13.74 8.83 3.06 9.06
ActionFormer [43] I3D % - - - 13.20
VideoMAE V2 [36] ViT-G % - - - 18.20

BasicTAD [42]160×160 SlowOnly-R50 % 24.34 10.57 0.43 12.15
ViT-TAD160×160 ViT-B % 32.61 15.85 2.68 17.20

Table 10. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Fine-
Action. The subscript indicates the spatial resolution for end-to-
end methods. Flow denotes whether each method uses optical flow
as input.

applying video-level action classifiers [40]. We get compet-
itive results with ViT-S (36.69%) and state-of-the-art results
with ViT-B (37.12%) among all end-to-end TAD methods.
For FineAction, the results are shown in Table 10. we get
good results with ViT-B (17.20%), only slightly lower than
VideoMAE V2 [36] using ViT-G.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a simple TAD framework
(ViT-TAD) based on the plain ViT backbone. Our ViT-TAD
incorporates the inner-backbone propagation module and
post-backbone propagation module to capture more fine-
grained temporal information across different snippets and
global contexts. We perform in-depth ablation studies on
the design of different components in ViT-TAD. With the
simple TAD head and powerful masked video pre-training,
our ViT-TAD yields a state-of-the-art performance com-
pared with other end-to-end methods on the challenging
datasets THUMOS14, ActivityNet-1.3 and FineAction. We
hope it will serve as a new TAD baseline for future research.
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